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All of the sculptures in the exhibition suggest
the organic quality of growth through carved drill-
Iike twists sometimes thick and suggestive of
strangler figs, other times as thin as young ten-
drils.

Magee does not use organic lorm as direct ref-
erence in his work but the sculptures have this
quality as a result of the growth process they have
undergone in their construction.
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PRAYINC HEAD
prelude to truth
communication

georgetti's will for amalgamation
the joint hands

of prayer
send messages beyond

this life's mysteries
REST DE KREATUR

enter this darkened space of thought
stop

rest this creature
let the creator breathe
this is a thinking place
revise system of logic

AXOLOTYL breathes
blind and insensiiive creature

of history
waiting to evolve

waiting for the potential to feel
unaware

nine subtle sculptures
words

nine messages for my senses
human souL

elements of the universe
DAMITCREATIVE

i feel this
i know this

re-value creativity
aggressive request to invent (INVENTAR)
my own culture (KULTURE HISTORISHE)

realise spiritual energy
PHANTASTERIEN

FUTURA
the future is not material

the fantastic
the ultimate

beyond
REKAPITULIEREN

EMPFINDEN
WREBILD

unknown forces
new fields
recapfure
and find
rebuild

construction thru deconstruction
of matter

to find the point of energy
the pattern of life
the cycle of death
blind AXOLOWL

alone in its universe
waiting wide-eyed

to be fed
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